Ventilation Fan Curves
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- Static Pressure (inches w.g.) vs. Airflow (CFM)
  - ODU814M, ODU814H, ODU814LLH
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- Static Pressure (inches w.g.) vs. Airflow (CFM)
  - OEU580H, OEU580LLH

See Pg.J1 or Pg.J2 for Fan Info
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- Static Pressure (inches w.g.) vs. Airflow (CFM)
  - OD80H, OD80LLH, OD110H, OD110LLH

See Pg.J4 for Fan Info
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- Static Pressure (inches w.g.) vs. Airflow (CFM)
  - OE80RL

See Pg.J5 for Fan Info
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